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Consent to Research:
Exceptional Situations
Emmanuelle Lévesque1, William Fraser2 Bartha Maria Knoppers3

Obtaining informed consent of participants constitutes an established and recognized
requirement in research ethics. However, for various reasons and under varied circumstances, the ethical and legal norms may allow an exception to the requirement of
individual consent. On the other hand, it is difficult to identify general criteria for applying
this exception. In this edition, the search for balance between the principles and values
involved are first discussed. Then, the elements for justification of the exception
frequently encountered in the norms are reviewed. Finally, the authorization mechanisms
usually associated with the exception are described. This article raises the difficulty of
identifying the specific criteria and conditions under which the exception to consent will
receive a wide acceptance given that there is no consensus in the norms or in people who
interpret them. Thus, it appears that more coherence and consistency is needed among
the many studied standards in order to reach a general rule.
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INTRODUCTION

standards of consent. In other situations,
obtaining individual consent may create a
selection bias that considerably diminishes
9
the value of scientific research. In our postgenomic era, access to biological material
and to its related information is considered
essential to the development of new pharmaceutical products, medical devices, diag10
nostics and therapies.

Obtaining informed consent from the participant is probably one of the research
prerequisites that are best known to researchers and to the general public. This is
the most eloquent realization of several
fundamental principles in research ethics,
such as human dignity, from which arises
the respect of autonomy, privacy and integrity. Individuals are sometimes surprised that
there is a part of the research that is being
done without going through the classical
process of obtaining individual informed
consent.
For various reasons and under
different circumstances, the ethical and legal
norms may sometimes open the door to
such research exception. Two traditional
examples are the research conducted in
4
emergency situations and the ones where
the temporary retention of certain information to participants is necessary to ensure
5
the scientific validity of the study. In these
exceptional cases, the standard procedure
for obtaining consent is somehow overruled
by other authorization mechanisms. We may
think of an authorization granted by a research ethics board or by the law.

In this context, it is important to expand our
knowledge about the exception to individual
consent to better understand it. In this edition, we propose (1) to discuss the search
for balance in the principles and values involved, (2) to review the justification for the
exception and (3) to summarize the authorization mechanisms that accompany it. We
believe that a better understanding of this
exception will help conceive its relevance
and identify situations where it may be applicable.

1. SEARCHING FOR A BALANCE
OBTAINING INDIVIDUAL CONSENT: A CLASSIC
REQUIREMENT

However, little is said and little is written
about this type of research taking place
without individual consent. This is probably
explained by the difficulty of addressing a
way to do research that appears, at first
sight, to oppose a basic principle. Sometimes, the topic also raises some opposing
6
views. As for the ethical norms that address
the topic, they do so in an incidental way
and without addressing the issue in its entirety. It is therefore difficult to identify general criteria in applying the exception. However, this research exception often targets
important objectives to improve health which
could not otherwise be achieved. The issue
is particularly relevant today given the development of large banks of biological materials
(biobanks) and the existence of databases
at the population-level in the absence of a
large initial consent. It is often impossible to
obtain a new individual consent from all participants several years after collection,
particularly due to difficulties contacting
7
them. Some agree that the biobanks’ situation, containing biological material already
collected, is sufficiently different to justify a
distinct practice to allow an exception to the

The Nuremberg Code of 1947 is the first text
on fundamental ethics of international scope
that declares the importance of informed
consent as a condition to participate in any
11
"experiment" involving humans. Then in
1964, the first Declaration of Helsinki states
that participation is a voluntary act that re12
quires consent. In 1966, the United Nations’ International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights applies this requirement for
13
any "medical or scientific experimentation".
A series of other important norms of international or transnational scope then followed
endorsing the principle which included Proposed International Guidelines for Biomedical Research Involving Human Subjects in
14
1982, the Convention on Human Rights
15
and Biomedicine in 1997
and the Universal Declaration on Bioethics and Human
16
Rights in 2005. Today, obtaining informed
consent of participants clearly constitutes an
established and recognized requirement in
research ethics.
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PRINCIPLES AND VALUES INVOLVED

public well-being; it "draws its good social
value from the achieved realizations among
27
human beings." One of the most compelling proofs that research is based on the
values supported by society is the importance given to the preservation of trust
28
between researchers and the public. The
normative documents frequently reiterate
the importance of maintaining the public’s
29
trust and support in favor of research. This
30
confidence is even described as essential.

In their broadest sense, one can say that the
ethical norms for research are dedicated to
preserving the dignity inherent in every
17
human being. The respect of dignity "is a
18
major ethical imperative". Other outlined
principles and values are all derived from
the desire to protect human dignity.
Consent is an act that embodies, or materializes, a significant value conveyed by research ethics which is the autonomy of the
19
person : "Informed consent in medical ethics is commonly viewed as the key to
20
respecting patient autonomy ". Autonomy
refers to a person’s ability to take his/her
21
own decisions and to act accordingly.
Consent is also the principle of personal
integrity when it comes to situations where
the research includes biological samples or
interventions in the sphere of the psychology
or morality of individuals. The impact of
research on the "physical, mental and social
22
integrity" should be minimized.

A certain freedom of research is also recognized in its pursuit. The Universal Declaration on Bioethics and Human Rights rec31
ognizes "freedom of science and research"
and the International Declaration on Human
Genetic Data states that freedom of re32
search is part of fundamental freedoms.
The Convention on Human Rights and Biomedicine states that "scientific research [...]
33
shall be carried out freely."
THE EXCEPTIONS TO CLASSICAL CONSENT:
FINDING A BALANCE

Finally, consent is also based on the principle of respect for privacy when the research
aims to use information concerning individuals. Access to personal information, as well
as the control and dissemination of such
information is of considerable importance in
research ethics as they relate to autonomy
23
and human dignity. The collection, use and
storage of human genetic data are considered to present risks for the respect of hu24
man rights and human dignity.

As previously noted, the prior consent of the
individual is a fundamental norm in research
ethics. Research carried out without obtaining consent from the participant is an exception, or variation to this standard. In reading
the texts governing the ethical conduct of
research, we find that "the requirement for
informed consent may be waived in some
34
circumstances". However, the exception to
a norm that receives unanimous acceptance
cannot be achieved without a substantial
justification and ensure recognition of human dignity. The rationale for this exception
must find its source in the balance between,
on one hand, principles and values protected by the consent requirement (dignity,
autonomy, integrity, privacy, etc.) and, on
the other hand, the principles and values
conveyed by the research (advancement of
35
knowledge, freedom of research, etc.).
To find situations where the exception is
justified, it becomes necessary to resolve
"the potential conflict between research interests, the safety, personal integrity (including privacy) and autonomy of research
subjects, and the preservation of public trust
36
in biomedical research."

On the other hand, conducting research in a
society is also based on principles and
values privileged by this society. The value
given to the advancement of scientific
knowledge is the basic element in the motivation of societies to encourage and support
research. The preamble of the Universal
Declaration on Bioethics and Human Rights
states that scientific and technological progresses are the source of “great benefit to
humankind in increasing, inter alia, life ex25
pectancy and improving the quality of life."
The advancement of knowledge allows the
improvement of people’s health and wellbeing. Research is premised on a "fundamental moral commitment to advancing human welfare, knowledge and understand26
ing." In this sense, research contributes to

To summarize, the undermining of the principles and values underlying the consent
3
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requirement must be offset by the benefits
expected from applying the principles and
values associated with the research activity.
For example, if an epidemiological search
was permitted from governmental health
data without the prior consent of individual
citizens concerned, we could see a risk of
harm to autonomy or privacy of such individuals; but in return we should expect significant benefits for improving population
health. In addition, protective measures
would be likely to maintain the present balance, such as legal authorizations and ethical approvals.

normative documents. This element refers
to a situation where "the research is
expected to produce important public health
38
benefits."
One should then ask: "how im39
portant is the research?"
and assess
whether "the benefits of the knowledge to be
gained are judged to clearly outweigh the
40
risk." The criteria of significance can also
be formulated differently by having the proposed research correspond “to an important
41
public
interest
reason."
Biobanks,
consisting of biological materials already
collected, could open the door to research
without classical consent when they offer
"important and otherwise unobtainable
42
data".

2. JUSTIFICATION ELEMENTS
B) EPIDEMIOLOGICAL RESEARCH

When the balance of "Protection of participants-Advancement of research" is reached,
there may be circumstances justifying an
exception to the classical individual consent.
To identify those situations where there is a
balance, we conducted a review of different
norms regarding the ethics of research from
the HumGen database (www.HumGen.org).

Some peculiarities of epidemiological
studies explain that the exception for research without individual consent frequently
applies. The objective of this research is to
"elucidate the characteristics in a population
of the prevalence and incidence of a dis43
ease". When wishing to use epidemiological research data or biological material already collected, and when usability was not
initially known, it is noted that "the consent
44
issue here is a delicate one”. It is then
suggested that rules be adopted "to waive
45
the individual consent requirement ". The
exception to consent for epidemiological
research is sometimes also permitted when
the importance of this type of research for
46
medical and scientific ends is justified.
Sometimes, the types of epidemiological
studies that could be conducted without individual consent are limited: "observational
47
48
research" , "non-interventional study" or
"large-scale genetic epidemiology studies
49
". Some justifications for the exception of
individual consent correspond to the
particularities of epidemiological research,
even if it is not named. For example, the
exception applies when "there is a risk of
introducing bias into the research because
of the loss of data from segments of the
population that cannot be contacted to seek
50
their consent”.

The identified norms recognize a multitude
of situations in which balance is reached
and that could justify an exception. We have
identified and selected those that contained
the main points of convergence. They represent the contributing elements for the justification. We kept six elements of justification:
a) the importance of research, b) epidemiological research, c) impossibility, d) preexisting data and biological material, e)
minimal risk and f) protection of rights.
These elements are important in achieving
the balance mentioned above. They are
sometimes found as a single justification,
but are often associated with one or more
other justification elements. Although some
standards may have a limited application
context (e.g.: nutrigenomics research, medical records research, etc.), the latter will not
be systematically detailed enough to identify
general principles. Therefore, we have outlined each of these justification elements.
A) THE IMPORTANCE OF RESEARCH

C) IMPOSSIBILITY

The importance of research, i.e. importance
of benefits that could help society, is an
element of justification for the exception to
classical consent that is usually found in

The impossibility of conducting research by
obtaining a formal individual consent from
each individual participant is one of the justi4
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fications most frequently mentioned in the
norms. This impossibility refers to the concept of necessity; in these situations, we
conclude that it is necessary to use the exception in order to achieve the research
objectives.

rial, human, organizational and other
resources needed to obtain consent could
impose a hardship or burden on the researchers or organization so burdensome
62
that the research could not be done ".
Then there are the difficulties caused by the
overwhelming number of people to contact.
Obtaining the consent of each could make
63
the research impossible. At last, if individuals cannot be reached "through reasonable
efforts", researchers may be facing a case of
64
impossibility that justifies the exception. In
this regard, the proportion of probable relocated participants and the lack of updated
information should be considered since it
could make the individual consent impracti65
cable.

Some norms refer to the concept of impossibility without providing details on what may
be the impossibility. Thus, the exception
applies when the "requirement of individual
informed consent would make the conduct
51
of the research impracticable" or when
"prior, free, informed and expressed consent
52
cannot be obtained". For example, since
the irreversible dissociation between a person and data (often called anonymization)
makes consent impossible, it could justify an
53
exception. Other absolute impossibilities
could justify the absence of individual consent, particularly when the law prohibits
54
contact with individuals or when seeking
consent from deceased individuals in regards to the use of biological material al55
ready collected.

D) PRE-EXISTING DATA AND BIOLOGICAL
MATERIAL

A large proportion of norms which contain
an exception for research without individual
consent consider that using data or biological material already collected is a contributory factor to justify the absence of consent.
The collection prior to research may have
occurred, for example, in clinical care, or at
another research project. It could also include data previously collected by health
authorities in government records. Since the
purpose of the initial use is different from the
purpose of the proposed research, we often
66
speak in these cases of "secondary use".

Other norms provide more details on the
concept of impossibility: the impossibility
here often takes the form of a practical diffi56
culty. The practical difficulty is different
from the absolute impossibility as it relates
to the importance of challenges to overcome
in order to obtain consent. Thus, the exception would find a place when "it is impracti57
cable to gain consent" or when "the research could not practicably be carried out"
without recourse to an exception to indi58
vidual consent.

Obviously, we are concerned only with
situations where the intended use of data
and biological material is not “consistent with
67
the original informed consent ". It is therefore not a case where a general consent
authorizing the type of intended research,
68
would have been previously obtained. The
exception focuses on the biological material
69
obtained "without an explicit consent" or
70
"without any future use provisions".

The practical difficulties which give rise to
research without individual consent are
sometimes illustrated by specific examples.
Obviously, the first recognized difficulties are
those related to the necessary steps to
contact the individuals. This could include
research on body parts already taken because "sometimes, it will not be possible, or
very difficult, to find the persons concerned
59
again in order to ask for their consent".
The cost and the burden associated with the
process to find individuals are also elements
that can cause an inability to justify the ex60
ception, as when the sums required are
disproportionate because the consent may
61
be unreasonable. Therefore, one should
assess if all "the additional financial, mate-

Thus, we find a very large number of norms
that justify the exception to individual consent, taking into account pre-existing data
and biological materials to be used. These
standards are grouped around the general
idea that "the information and consent arrangements may vary according to the circumstances, thus allowing for flexibility since
the express consent of an individual to the
5
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use of parts of his body is not systematically
71
needed". Different terminologies are used
to describe the data and biological material
already collected and covered by the excep72
tion, among them: "Existing collections",
biobanks "established from existing collec73
74
tions", "stored biological material", col75
lected biological samples and "previously
76
collected tissues".

for the notion of "low risk", it refers to situations where the only risk considered is
90
caused by discomfort.
F)

PROTECTION OF RIGHTS

Protecting the rights of the participant is the
fundamental element of ethical norms. The
presence of this element above all those
that justify an exception to individual consent
is indispensable. However, how to handle
this element of justification differs greatly
from one norm to another.

Sometimes, the norms make a distinction to
apply an exception when data is concerned:
a separate rule may apply to the "secondary
77
78
use of data" to "human genetic data" or
to researches that involve "only excerpting
79
data from subjects' records ". There are
also norms that limit their scope to data and
biological materials that are derived from the
80
provision of clinical care. Finally, the number of elapsed years since the collection
may allow the consideration that old collections "should be regarded as abandoned",
81
and thus be used for new purposes.

We first find norms which anticipate that the
exception to individual consent must ensure
that “the rights and welfare of the participant
91
are not adversely affected." It should therefore be ensured, when dealing with the exceptions, that the rights or interest of partici92
pants are not compromised.
In addition, a good number of norms focus
on the protection of two specific rights: confidentiality and privacy. Classical consent
could benefit from an exception in that "there
is an adequate plan to protect the
93
confidentiality of data."
Establishing a
means for restricting access to information,
that could identify individuals, is one way to
ensure that the rights of participants are
protected. If the data or biological material
94
are coded or does not allow identification
95
of the subject it might be possible to justify
the exception to individual consent. For even
stronger reasons, the same conclusion is
found in the use of data or biological
96
materials which are anonymous.

E) MINIMAL RISK

The degree of risk to participants is a crucial
element when balancing the protection of
the participant with the advancement of
knowledge. It is naturally an element of justification for the exception to individual consent. A number of norms specifically refer to
the degree of risk posed by the research at
the time of allowing this exception. Those
standards require that research "poses
82
minimal risk" or "involves no more than
83
minimal risks to the subjects". In other
words, an exception to individual consent
may be permitted when demonstrating that
84
research involves "no more than low risk".
There are also norms where risk minimiza85
86
tion and lack of harm to participants are
prerequisite for the exception. Then, in
cases where research is done solely from
the data, the risk assessment could only
87
refer to privacy and confidentiality.

3. AUTHORIZATION MECANISMS
A form of authorization is often required before a research with an exception to consent
may be undertaken. Indeed, we note that a
prior authorization mechanism is almost
always expected according to the norms.
The exception to individual consent would
require providing "review processes, in accordance with applicable law, including research ethics committees or comparable
97
oversight mechanisms."
These control
mechanisms somewhat substitute for individual consent to ensure that the rights and
interests of individuals will be protected. This
explains why, given the analogy, we can

A risk can be described as minimal when the
prejudice and the discomfort it engenders
are not higher than those incurred "in routine
88
daily life activities of general population." In
the context of biomedical research, one
could say that the risk is minimal if the proposed intervention "will result, at the most, in
a very slight and temporary negative impact
89
on the health of the person concerned " As
6
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sometimes read that the role of research
98
ethics board is to give "its consent" to research.

the law in this regard acts on two axes,
firstly by a general framework to be respected, and secondly by specific provisions
outlining exceptions.

Although the role of the authorization
mechanism remains substantially the same,
it is represented in different forms. We have
retained the most frequently stated protective mechanisms, which are: a) approval by
an independent organization, b) compliance
with the law and c) information and the lack
of opposition. Each can be requested separately, or concomitantly with one or more of
the others.

Compliance with the general legal framework is one way to ensure the protection of
individuals, despite the absence of individually expressed consent. The norms that
contain this mechanism require that the exceptional consent is permitted only after
ensuring that the proposed use "agrees with
108
locally applicable legal requirements" or is
in "accordance with ethical and legal
109
standards adopted by States".

A) APPROVAL BY AN INDEPENDENT
ORGANIZATION

As for specific exceptions, they are normally
found in local law. These provisions provide
for situations in which the exception to consent is allowed. We identified some standards that indicate that in the absence of
consent, the research could take place "in
110
accordance with domestic law"
or "in
111
accordance with applicable law ".
According to this approach the "limitations on
this principle of consent should only be prescribed for compelling reasons by domestic
112
law."

The most popular authorization mechanism
is undoubtedly the approval of the consent
exception by an organization that is independent of researchers.
The research ethics board is the independent body which is usually appointed to per99
form this function.
For many standards,
"the research [with exception to consent]
may be done only after consideration and
100
approval of a research ethics committee."
In other words, the research ethics committee is responsible for lifting the requirement
101
of informed consent.

C) INFORMATION AND ABSENCE OF OPPOSITION

The third mechanism for authorization is
distinct from others in that it is not a permission but a group of process: the information
and the observation of absence of opposition. This form of authorization, less conventional, has the same objectives through
other means.

Different organizations, other than research
ethics boards, sometimes authorize research that is making an exception to individual consent. This authorization can replace or be added to that of the research
ethics board. These organizations are diverse. They are usually generically referred
102
to as "relevant oversight bodies" , "appro103
104
priate authority" and "authorized entity".
It is rather the local legislation that determines precisely which organizations have
this mandate, e.g. the Data Protection Au105
thority of Iceland,
the Commission
106
d’Accès à l’Information du Québec
and
the Swiss Federal Commission of Experts of
Professional
Secrecy
in
Medical
107
Research.

The simplest mechanism is to provide information to individuals involved in research.
This may include individuals from whom the
biological material or data that have been
113
collected or if they are deceased, relatives
114
of these people.
In a broader sense, the
researcher may be asked to inform the gen115
eral public about the research.
The transmission of information can also be
accompanied by a requirement to consult
the concerned individuals, such as "repre116
sentatives of those who contributed data"
or "family groups, aboriginal peoples, community representatives, consumer associa117
tions […] ".

B) CONFORMITY WITH THE LAW

The second mechanism involved in allowing
the research exception to consent depends
on the local legislative measures. The role of
7
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In many cases, the objective of such a notification is to provide opportunities for those
concerned to express their opposition by
withdrawing from the research. The individual has been duly informed, and has the
option to request that the data or biological
material that concerns him/her be removed
from the research (this procedure is called
118
"opt out").

residual biological material from clinical
care, or even historical coded data). This
124
adds to the complexity.
Furthermore, the implementation of authorization mechanisms seems to be an element
almost always required in the absence of
consent. We have highlighted: the approval
by an independent agency, compliance with
the law and, finally, information and the absence of opposition. These mechanisms
would alleviate the difficulty for individuals
involved in research to protect their own
rights and assert their will. Except for ap125
proval by a research ethics boards,
it
seems even more difficult to draw a clear
conclusion as to the situations where these
mechanisms are necessary and to their
implementation methods.

It should be mentioned that a certain number of norms use the criteria of absence of
opposition without mentioning the obligation
concomitant information. It is then required
to demonstrate that no objection to the pro119
posed use is known.
This lack of opposition could also result from an evaluation the
individual’s presumed wishes. In this regard,
it would be appropriate to take into account
the similarity between the proposed project
and a project prior to which the individual
120
has already consented,
"the expectations
of a reasonable person in the circum121
stances"
and whether "individuals have
previously objected to the secondary use of
122
their data ".

Accordingly, it is difficult to identify the criteria and conditions under which the consent
exception will receive broad acceptance. It
therefore remains complex for researchers,
ethics committees and the public to identify
situations where the exception could be
used. Since ethical standards often address
the issue from a limited perspective, it
makes it difficult to generalize these rules.
For each given situation, it becomes necessary to combine all norms. Thus, it appears
that more coherence and consistency are
necessary among the many studied standards to help identify a general rule. This
reflection could be an opportunity to discuss
this issue among the organizations and,
ultimately, lead to the development of more
uniform criteria.

CONCLUSION
Following the analysis of the norms, it is not
easy to extract a general rule on the exception to consent. Even if we do not question
the need to balance between the participants’ protection and the advancement of
knowledge, ways to achieve this balance is
not generally agreed on in the norms or by
123
the individuals interpreting it.
Our analysis identified six elements for justification that are frequently encountered in
the norms: the importance of research, epidemiological research, impossibility, preexisting data and biological material, minimal risk and protection of rights. Each of
these elements appears to be involved in
the justification for the waiver of the requirement of consent, but no consensus
exists as to whether these elements are
sufficient when separated or whether they
should be associated with one or more
elements. Among the studied norms, a large
variety of approaches exist on this issue. In
addition, several standards studied limit their
application to a specific context that has not
been detailed here (for example, the
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